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Bitvae BV 5020E Irrigator with Nozzle Set (White)
Discover  a  new level  of  oral  hygiene with  the  Bitvae  BV 5020E irrigator.  This  sleek,  black  model  combines  advanced technology with
user-friendliness, offering up to 21 days of operation on a single charge. The complete set, including the irrigator, a total of 7 nozzles,
and a charger, ensures comprehensive care and effective protection for teeth and gums.
 
Long Battery Life
The Bitvae BV 5020E irrigator stands out with its exceptionally long battery life. After a full charge in just 4 hours, the device is ready for
use for 21 days, which is perfect for busy individuals and travelers. This feature minimizes the need for frequent recharging, giving you
more time for daily tasks.
 
User-Friendly Design
The ergonomic design of the BV 5020E irrigator and intuitive controls make daily use easy. Its compact size makes it fit perfectly in any
bathroom and convenient for travel. Additionally, the device is easy to clean, enhancing its usability.
 
Fast Charging
With  the  included  charger,  the  Bitvae  BV  5020E  irrigator  can  be  charged  anywhere.  Its  fast  charging  time,  just  4  hours,  is  another
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advantage of this device, allowing for quick preparation for use even in urgent situations.
 
Specifications
Irrigator x 1
Nozzle x 7
Charger x 1
 
Brand
Bitvae
Model
5020E
Color
White
Battery Life
21 days
Charging Time
4 hours
 
 

Price:

€ 35.50

Health & Beauty, Water Flosser
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